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ÏI¡ORD-PAI RS IN TOKHARIAN
AND OTHER LANGUAGES

PENTTI AALTO

In A-Tokharian texts we find numerous combinations of two synony-
mous words or words expressing nearly related - or, in some cases, oppo-
site - conceptions. The meaning of such a binomial obviously approaches
that of a dvandva. It is, however, most frequently used as a kind of
hendiadys to translate a single Sanskrit word. Most often we meet com-
binations of two substantives of which only the latter is usually declined.r
In some cases a Sanskrit substantive is thus combined with its Tokharian
equivalent, e.g. nam poto'bow-reverence', gaurap ynôñmtmeyo'esteem-
respect', sãmudrä lyäm - B lyam samudrä'ocean-sea', or in inverse order
latne ãçãm'seat-chair.' A combination of two Tokharian synonyms,
however, represents the most frequent type. Besides pairs of substantives
there occur several combinations of two adjectives, and sometimes even
pairs of verbs þresent indicatives and more rarely preterites or particþles)
are to be found: ãrtanträ pãlanträ'(they) eulogize-praise', etc. Most of
the pairs occurring in the A texts are listed by Schulze-Sieg-Siegling in
their Grammar þ. 221, g 358tr). Similar combinations occr¡r also in
BTokharian texts.

Several scholars have tried to explain the origin and propagation of
these expressions as being due to the influence of some foreign language.

Thus Sapirs considered them translation loans in imitation of Tibetan
expressions. In Tibetan, for example Buddhist technical terms are often
translated by pairs of words, e.g. Buddha by ,Sarås rgyas "Der Erwachte-
Aufgeblühte". Sapir shows that in Tibetan e.E. thugs and sñín 'heart' and
yad'soul' are used in combination with other substantives in the same
way as Tokharian ãríñc'beafi' (cf. below). It appears, however, that
Buddhism was spread among the Tokharians earlier than in Tibet, and

r "Gruppenflexion", KrausÈThomas,Tocharisches Elementaråacå (Heidelberg, 1960),
p. 91, S 83f.; Schulze-Sieg-Siegling, Tocharísche Grammatik (Göttingen, l93l), p. 205,

$ 338trt Language, )flI (1930, p.259fr.
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that in Tokharian there are almost no Tibetan loan words, while loans
from Sanskrit and lranian are numerous. W. Schulze3 illustrated these

Tokharian expressions with Hungarian parallels quoted from Szinnyei's
works, and referred also to materials from other Finno-Ugric languages

published by Leovy. 'W. Krause, too, quotesa Finno-Ugric combinations,
such as Ostyak úot-sëm "nose-eye" -'face', Estonian sú-silmad "mouth-
eyes" : 'face' as possible prototypes of Tokh. akmal "eye-nose" :
'face'. Finno-Ugric instances of this type can easily be found, cf. e.g.

Vogul ñol-tus "nose-mouth" - riol-sam "nose-eye" : 'face', Hungarian
arcz 'face' (: orr'nose' * száj'mouth'), Ziryene nlr-vom "nose-mouth"
Votyak im-nir "mouth-no5s" : 'face'; compare also Hung. szem-fül
"eye-ear" : 'curious (about something)', Votyak íin-pel "eye-ear" :
'witness', Vogul sam-pal-tal "eye-ear-lesg" : 'blind', pal-úol-tal "ear-
nose-less" - 'deaf', etc.5; cf. further Chuvassian pit-kui "face-eye" :
'face'.

On the other hand we must bear in mind that binomials which are very
similar to the Tokharian combined expressions have existed in neigh-
bouring languages, viz. in Turkic0 and Mongolian,T since their earliest
known phases. Like the Tokharian pairs the Turkic and Mongolian
expressions usually inflect only the second component. Moreover, the
pairs in these languages are often composed of words corresponding
exactly to those used in Tokharian, e.g. Tokharian A ñom klyu - B ñem
kälywe : Old Turkic and Uiguriat at kü : Mongolian (SH etc.) nere

dlddr "name-fame" : 'renown', all translating Sansknt yaías in Bud-
dhistic texts; cf. Hungarian hír nëv "fame-name" :'renown'8; Tokh. A.
yãtlune parnoreyo : OT Uig. ðoy yalín : Mong. éoy ialí "ardour-
splendour" : 'majesty' (: Sansknt tejas or .írl-), in Mongolian also ðo7

8 Ungørische Jahrbücher,7 @erlin, 1927), p, 168ff., and Kleíne Schríften (Gõttingen,
1934), p. 255.

' Zeitsclvíft fir vergleíchende Sprachforschung,69 (1951), p. 197f.ú Finno-Ugricinstances quoted in this paper are takeû from 0. Br¿ke, Nyelvtudomtinyí
Közlemények, 42 (Budapest, 191 3), p. 342tr. ; E. L,euy, Z ur finnísch-ugrìschen Wort- u¡td
Satnerbindang (Göttingen, l9ll), passim, Magyar Nyelvör,50 (Budapest,l92l), p.
93; Tscheremíssísche Grammatik (Iæipzig, 1922), p. 92; A. Penttilä, MSFOu, LII
(Ilelsinki, 1924), p. 191tr; A. Kannisto, Virittöjâ,37 (Helsinki, 1933), p. 417f., M.
Zsirai, Fimugor Rokonságunk (Budapest, 1937), p.73; D. R. Fokos-Fuchs, Rolle der
Syntax Ín der Frage nach Sprachverwandtschaft (-- Ural-Ahaische Biblíothe&, vol. XI)
(Wiesbaden, 1962), p. 7 I f .3 A. von Gabain, Abtütkische Grammatík (tæipzig, 1950), p. 16l, $ 365.? N. Poppe, Grammar qf llrítten Mongolian (Wiesbaden, 1954), p. 120f., 0426t OT Uig. probably to read klì; Uig. also /cri szray "fame-renown", Mong. aldar ðab
"fame-fame", where ëab is a loan word from Uigurian.
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iibqulang (: Sanskr. tejas);e Tokh. A nati tampe "force-might" * natí
wörgçalyo "force-strength" : OT Uig. küð küsün - Uig. iirk türk -
Coman. erk qun "force-strength" - OT Uig. ií küö "deed-force" :
Mong. (SH etc.) auyalo küðün "strength-force" - erke küðünLt - (HI)
kíiëün omoy "force-might" - 'power' (: Sanskrit vîrya).

An interesting instance of this combining method seems to be burqan,
the OT Uig. Mong. word for Buddhd and also for "deity, idol" in general.
It has been explained as bur l Old Chinese*b'!uat (< Sanskr. Buddha) *
OT Uig. Mong. Qan - ¡an'king'. Since we, however, have in Tokharian
an exactly corresponding combination, viz. A, ptãñkät * B pudñökte : A
ptd - put (e.9. in puttííparäry 'Buddha-dienity', cf. SSS g 34 and $ 363) -
B pud'Buddha' (cf. further Soghd. pwt id.) * A ñkAt - B ñäkte'majesty,
god', it appears to be possible to derive Uig. Mong. bur from Tokharian
and regard ptãñkät - pudñÌikte as the prototype of burqan.rz As to the
parallel Uig. Mong. bursang used in the binom bursang Quwdrce :
Sanskr. sarigha, we have Tokh. AB sarik, B sañ, Soghd. snk (e.g. A p¡s
saftk : Sanskr. bhíkçusarigha).

Further instances are: Tokh. A waste pärmaùk'refuge-hope' : IJig.
umuy înay 'hope-refuge', Tokh. B sam tryaste : Mong. itegel abural
'protection-refuge'(: Sanskr. íara¡ta); Tokh. Ayetwe wampe - warflp€
yetwe : Uig. itíg yaratiy "trinket-outfit" - Mong, iasal ðimeg,.outût-
trinket" :'ornament'; Tokh. Ayörkpoto - yärkynõñmttne - gaurap
ynãñmrmeyo,B yarke petí : Uig. taply uduy, Coman. syj tabu1¿: Mong.
kíindülel takíl - takil taåi7'reverence-respect' (: sanskr. satkãra - p,ûja).

Uigurian pairs expressing a mental state have often the word köfi\
'heart' as their second component, e.E. ög kör1ül 'intelligence', qorqinð
ktiryül'fear', öpkã kögül 'anger', köfi| saqinð 'sentiment', köUül bilíg
'knowledge' (: Sanskr. vfrñãna).Ls These seem to imitate the Tokharian
constructions with A ãriñc - ãríñcí - ãriñc$í'heart', e.g. ãriñc pältsäk
"heart-thinking" :'intelligence', ãríñcçí AþAI 'wish'. In Mongolian we
meet at least (SH) örü iirüke "heart-heart", perhaps : 'sentiment', in
Finno-Ugric languages e.g. Ziryen e íelem mus "heart-liver" : 'intestines',
while the interpretation of Vogul simqor'soul' as sím'heart' + por

' In Mongolian ëoy jalí and suu Jalí seem to be to a oertain extent synonymous and
interchangeable; as to ra¿ cf Kotwica Roczník Orjentalistyczny, X (Lwów, 1934), p.
145f.t0 auya is in my opinion an hanian loan word.rr A Turkic *erk küð has been suggested as etymon of Hung. erk¿ilcs'virtus', cf.
Ligeti in Nyk,49 (1935), p.2?-Of-
rr See Mironov in rRO, VI (1928), p. 1621.; Cleaves, HLAS,lZ (1954), p. 9lf.r¡ Also with adjectives, e,g. yarllqanëuðl &ô71l 'misericordia', qorqlnësIz ayanðsíz
,tö¿rül'fearlcssness', (cf. Gabain, ATG g 40l).
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'liver' by Munkâcsi (Keleti Szemle, VI, p. 72) seems to be uncertain,
cf. Paasonen, JSFOu, XXVI, 4, p. 2, and Liimola, JSFOu, 57, 1, p. 15,

as well as Kannisto and Liimola, MSFOu, lI4, p. 532f.
In the Uigurian pairs with tqri'god, majesty' as the second com-

ponent we have close parallels of the Tokharian expressions with ñ/cär

'god, majesty': Tokh. A kom ñkät - Uig. kün /yrí "sun-god" : 'sun',
Tokh. mañ ñkät - Uig. ay taríL4 "moon-god" : 'moon' (cf. Uig. kün
dy tqrí íkí yaruq ordular'sun and moon (are) two bright palaces'), Tokh.
tkem ñkät - Uig. tgrí yír'earth'; in Finno-Ugric languages at least
Mordvin kov-pas - kov-pavas'moon-god' : 'moon', tií-pas - íi-bavas
'sun-god' : 'g¡¡', rííike-pas - iki-pas - lkabavas "god-god" : 'the
supreme god' (Paasonen, Mordwinísche Chrestomathie, Helsinki, 1909,

sub3O7,5l9, 1031, 1041),where pes - pavas(- bavas) <I;arrtanbaya
'lord, god'.

Combinations of two adjectives are in all languages less usual, cf., how-
ever, Tokh. añumãski weyeryt 'wonderful-astonishing' * wîyu trîkú *
weyery trekery 'astonishing-confusing' : Uig. taflanðiy muryadtnðty 'won-
derful-astonishing'. In Uigurian we meet also a verbal binomial muyad-
adrn-'lto) wonder-[to] marryel'.

It is a known fact that Buddhist works were translated into Uigurian
from Tokharian and then from Uigurian into Mongolian. The Tokharian
translations themselves seem to derive either directly or through Soghdian
intermediaries from Sanskrit (or Prakrit) originals. Tokharian and Sogh-
dian loan words and Sanskrit loan words in their Soghdian and Tokharian
form as well as translation loans are therefore to be found in Uigurian
and Mongolian Buddhistic texts. We thus find numerous pairs of the
above kind in the Uigurian version of the Ãpvaka-avadãna.l5 In my
paper "Zvm Ãtravakãvadäna"ro I have tried to prove that the A-Tokha-
rian fragment No. 401 belongs to a Tokharian version of the same Ava-
dâna and that it shows a certain similarity to the Uigurian text. This
relationship is probably reflected also by the binomials of the latter,
though we do not always know their exact Tokharian prototypes.

On the other hand, Sanskrit originals of Buddhistic works already tend
to enumerate all the possible synonymous expressions for an important
conception in order to cover the subject as completely as possible, e.g. @)
r. W. Bang (Muséon, ¿14 [93U, p. 15) considered this Uig. expression to be an imita-
tion of Sogùdian Twlr þT, cf. riy'intcr, "Tocharians and Turks" (Aspects of Áltaíc
Civilization, The Hague, 1963), p. 245.r5 Published by Tadeusz Kowalski and A. von Gabain, Türkísche Turfantexte, X
@erlin,1959).t' Studia Ortentalia, 28:13 (Helsinki, 1964).
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satkfto gurukfto mãnitaþ pújito'rcito yãcayitas'honoured-esteemed-
respected-venerated-adored-worshipped'. Often enough, however, Uigu-
rian or Mongolian texts are still more circumstantial. It is possible that
the translation is in such cases based on an oral or written commentary,
e.g. Mong. (P) karsa kiged iamdab degel-íyen emüsðü batír ayayaban baríiu
'having put on the karsa and íamdab clothes and taken the batír bowl'
renders pãtracîvaram ãdâya 'having taken the robe and the bowl'ofthe
Sanskrit original; Mong. (B) aylay orod : Sanskrit víveka 'solitariness'
is in the Commentary (dated l3l2) explained aylay oron sayurin 'solitary
places-seats', ger-teðegen yaruysad (: Sanskrit pravrãjítãþ) likewise by
ger tergen-íyen talbíiu'having left their houses-wagons'.1?

In Uigurian again we find word-pairs even in the Manichaean and
Nestorian texts which have probably been translated from Soghdian
(e.g. the xvãstvãnëft) or syriac. The IX fascicle of the "Türkische Turfan-
texte" (Berlin 1958) is a partially bilingual Manichaean text in B-Tokha-
rian and uigurian. In this text only one pair is preserved completely
in both languages: B Tokh. mrãÉ tarne ne : lJig. baí töz töpülärintä'on
the heads(åaí)-crowns of the heads (taz tapütar)'; in A Tokharian we
find the combinations mrãc lap - mrãc ipãlyo 'head-head'.

As a specimen of a Buddhistic text with binomials I quote a passage from
the Uigurian liiastvusr¡lc edited by Radloffrs (lgb) ... äd tawariyrs kör
(l9a)kitdäði ol yer orun kuzätzün sizlärnír¡ amraq ísig özüyküzlärní. qor-
qinðsTz ayînësîz enðin äsänín äriryltir. ayi barTm tid tawar ärk türküaüzlãrzo
17 Cf. Cleaves, HJAS, 17 (1954), p. 102.
rE Bíbliotheca Buddhica, XII, (St.-Petersburg, l9l0).¡¡ OT Uig. öd tawar - Mong. ed tabar.goods, property', e.& (B) dayasqalí-ügeí ed
tafur-tan bohuyaí : Sanskr. bhavantu ak¡ayakoÍãt¡'may they be possessing an ine*-
haustible property'; cleaves quotes (HJA9,17 [1954], p. z3f.) chinese glosses rendering
this expression with a single word ts,aí or hao.¡0 ãrk türk is of course a binom occurring also in other texts and even in Kal¡nuck
(erkc türkü 'power, might'). Radloff's t¡anslation'ib¡ ... mächtige Türken', is thus to
be corrected.

In the Uig. Pratityasamutpãda-series (Müller, Llígurica, II, p. l0 l. 15) we find
azunlar-qa (?) dd tawar-qa ãúkö türkkö azlanmaq turur, which must render sanskrit
kama- bhava- víbhova-t¡gt1ã : Pali kãma- bhava- víbltava+a4hã translated by Foucher
(I-avie du Bouddha, Paris, 1949, p. 201) "lia soif de plaisir, lasoif d'existence, la soif de
puissanc€". bhova is in general interpreted as 'birth, existenae, being, life' (: uig.
bolmaq), but e.g. Apte and Andersen translate it also 'well-being, prosperity;. .l,tso
translations of vibhava are varying: lo Monier williams -wealth,', Andersen ..develop-
ment, prosperity, power, wealth" ("-tarhã.thirst for prosperity'), Apte..might, powei,,
Neumann 'wohlsein', Dutoit 'Macht', Deussen 'Machtentfaltung', Mayrhofer 'Macht,
Herrschaft'. 2" PTS Dictionary 'power, wealth, prosperity' but also .non-existenoe,

cessation oflife, annihilation', and the latter interpretation which is based on exegetic
speculations is favoured by childers, Seidenstücker, pischel, oldenberg, Kurt schmidt.
The Uigur traoslator seems to have adopted less known interpretations (æpcrj,tally azun-
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alilmaqi bolzun. alqu ðoy yalinlt\, ií küðüqüzlär bütm¿ikí bolzun. ariy silík

al iðküt1üzlör aíi(l9b)lip... Radloffs translation reads as follows (with

some corrections): "... Der den Reichtum zeigende möge dieses Gebiet

behüten, euch selbst im V/ohlsein leben lassen. Seid ohne Schrecken im
Frieden. Euer Besitz, Reichtum, Kraft möge zunehmen. All eure majes'

tätische Macht möge vollständig sein. Eure reine Speise und Getränk sich

vermehrt habend ...".
Tokharian literature is known only from a limited number of very

fragmentary remains. Our Old Turkic and Uigurian sources are also

scarce and for the most part fragmentary. The Mongolian Buddhistic

literature is very large but most works have been preserved only in later

versions translated from Tibetan or have been adapted to conform with
the canonical Tibetan versions. We can in any case suppose that many

more pairs in these three languages have had parallels in the others

than we can at present find. I quote below some expressions which seem

to have a close parallel at least in one other language: Tokh. wsãl rkãlyo

"cloth-cloaft" : 'clothes' - N{ong. degel qubëan "garment-clothing"
(Cleaves, HJAS 14 [951], p.90, íbid.l7 [1954], p. 105) : Sanskr. cîvara

'monk's robe'; as to the formation of this binomial some Finno-Ugric
expressions can be compared: Ostyak say-poy "fur-fur" - tir-kús "boot-
fur" - Ziryene paí-kgm "fur-boot" - Cheremis tugor jolaki "shirt-
trousers" : 'clothes'. Tokh. íwãtsi yoktsi - Uig. ai iðkü - Mong.
ídegen umdayanzL "eating-drinking" : 'food'; here, however, also Sans-

krit uses a dvandva annapãna or pãnabhoiana;zz cf. further Chuvash

aíka-íiea "drinking-eating" : 'feast', in Finno-Ugric languages corres-

pondingly Vogul tënã äínä 'food', Cherernis katlkei-iíß'food', Votyak
iion-d'uon 'feast'. Tokh. Iame ãçãry 'seat-chair' d Mong. sírege

sandalí id., cf. Chuvash kareGe-te7Gsl/i "table-bench" : 'chair'. Tokh.
ciñcär kawälte 'lovely-beautiful' N Mong, youa üieskülengtü id. :
Sanskr. prãsãdika. Tokh. h,ant sv,aEe 'wind-rain' - Mong. kei qura

id.28 Tokh. klyom ã;tär 'noble-pure', ãgtraryt cîñcrarp 'pure-lovely',
Ene wars ãçträry'spotless-pure' * Uig. arîy turuy - luruy süzüg *
ariy silík 'pure-clean' - MonB. aríyun ðayan 'pure-white', aríyun ëeber

'pure-clean'. Tokh. rse mãntlune 'hatred-anger' - Mong. (SH) aTrr

/ar looks problematic). Clauson (Németh Armaþaní, Ankara, 1962, p. l0l) translaæs
the above Uig. passage "desire for rebirth, for material possessions, inanimate and
animate, for freedom of the will and for the prime of life".
2t In lvlongolian we find also (B) idegen qoyolai "eating-throaf' : "food'.
22 In a similar way Mong. (P) oron sayurin'place-seat' : Sanskr. bhúmípratiçlhana.
23 Cf. Cleaves, HJAS, 17 (1954), p. 126.
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kilíng 'rage-anger'. Tokh. wörcetse taloç 'the imperfect-miserabres' '
Uig. ägsüklüg yazuqluy 'imperfect-culpable', cf. also Mong. (SH) eremdeg
iemdeg'mean-bad', qatar mao'ui'low-bad' ; etc.

An interesting Mongolian combination of this type is kereg iaray
'necessities' (Haenisch translates SH 281 "wichtige (Staats)sachen,'), in
Buddhistic texts (P) bügüde kereg iaray -- Sanskr. sarvã4í karyãr1í ,all
matters', (S) qamuy k- i- : Sanskr. sarvopakaraqra, (D) k. í. : parîçkãra
: Tib. yo byad'tools, implements, chattels, household furniture, neces-
saries'(Jäschke). In codex Cumanicus we find the corresponding Turkic
combination kerek yarov : Latin matería.za

A-Tokharian ãrkííoçi'world' seems to be a compound of ark¡.bright'
with.ío¡f - B,íøitse'men, mankind, world', perhaps based on an etymo-
logy of Sanskrit loka "the bright place"; Turkic and Mongolian use in this
function a binomial : OT Uig. yrr s¿å "earth-water" : 'country, world' and
yírtínðüzí yir sub'world' - Mongolian yaiar usun "earth-water" :
'country, world'. The corresponding combination occurs also in Chuvash
as íar-ílv and it has parallels in Uralic languages too: Vogul mèi-ut'
"earth-water" : 'country, world', cf. Finnish maaílma "earth-air" :
'rtrorld', Kamassian Samoyede bzt d'un eiet (Sg. or Pl.?) 'the Genius of the
water-earth" : 'the G. of the world' is very nearly like the Mongolian
expression (SH) yaiar usun-u eied qad "the Genii of the country (or of the
world)',26 cf. further Ostyak mègën jinket íga'the Genius of the earth-
water'.

The above Tokharian verbal hendiadys ãrtanträ pãlanlrä seems to have
an exact parallel in Uig. ögä yîwa tur-'to be eulogizing-praising', ôgrip
yîwîp ti- 'to say....'.

Another type is represented by pairs of words with opposite meaning,
e.g. Tokh. A yärk erkãt 'respect-disregard' and kãryap pärko'loss-
profit'. These cases seem to be comparable with those Turkic and
Mongolian pairs in which the components are of opposite meaning
{ Neither Grønbech nor Poppe see¡ns to consider this expression to be a loan from
Mongolian, d. Poppe "Die mongolischen Lebnwörter im Komanischeî", Németh
Ar maþaní (Ankara, I 962).
s5 yirtínðü'world' oæuni as a loan word also in Mongolian. In Turkic Nestorian
epitaphs this word is writæn yör tünëi, which Ramsædt interpreted as "earth-soil'
considering this to be the original meaning of yírtinõü. The relation between this Uig.
Mong. word and Tibetan 'fig rten'world' is still problematic. In Buddhist Sanskrit
'world' is sahãlokadhdfa, in Mongolian this is perhaps reflected by sab yírtínðü, where
s¿å seems to be : saåa'receptacle'.
2û Some binoms seem to imitate Chinese prototypes, e.g. Mong. (HI etc.) ebesün usun
"grass-water" : 'pasture' is according to Cleaves (HJAS, 14 U95ll, p, 7O : Chin,
shui ts<ao. The modern expression gsx raünas'¡)eacÊ' is a combination of Mong.
engke'paæ' with Chin. fai p'ing'deep peace'.
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and which correspond to an abstract substantive, cf. e.g. Tokh. A tsopats
mkälto'big small' - uig. uluyí kiðígí (-Í is here the possessive suffix of the
3rd singular, the so called "article") - Mong. yeke baya "big-smal|" :
'(the) size'. Gabain compares the Turkic expressions with the chinese
type ch'ang-tuan 'lenglh' (ATG, $ 365; cf. Poppe, GWM, $ 426 Mong.
urtu boyoní'length'). I have not found any such instances quoted from
the Finno-Ugric languages.

Compound expressions of these types are still to day current and popu-
lar in Turkic and Mongolian dialects (cf. e.g. Ramstedt, MSFOu,104:2,
p. 253f.). Similar turns meet us also in Tungusian languages. They can
therefore belong to the com.mon heritage of these members of the Altaic
language family. some of the instances quoted above can also be literary
translation loans in imitation of rokharian expressions. It is not im-
possible that in some cases they are meant to be special honorific ex-
pressions instead of the plain words of the colloquial language.

According to Grønbech the components of a Turkic hendiadys are
still both declined in the orkhon inscriptions while the usage of inflecting
only the latter component originates in the Yenisei inscriptions and spreads
further in Uigurian texts. Thus ät'iiz 'body', ílíg b¿ig .Hog,, yir suw
'country', yirtinðü yir s¿w 'world' inflect only the latter substantive. This
rule has, however, never been very strictly observed: there is obviously no
essential difference between the locatives öw barqta and äwdä barqta'(ir.)
house and home' (Der türkische Sprachbau, p. 123f.). It is possible that
at least in some cases both components \ryere declined in order to retain
the rhyme, cf. e.g. äd tawarqa but ärkkti türkkd. Even in Tokharian we
find a similar freedom as to the application of the group flexion (,SSS,

$ 351tr).
The Tokharian binomials are clearþ to be classed among the non-Indo-

European elements of this language. The obvious similarity between them
and the compound expressions of the Altaic languages perhaps suggests
that they are originally due to the influence of a @roto)Turkic sub- or
adstratum (cf. Krause, l. c., p. 192). on the other hand also those uralic
and Finno-Ugric languages in which expressions of this type are more
common are or have previously been in contact with rurkic languages.
Fokos-Fuchs (/.c.) considers the great similarity of the uralic and Altaic
hendiadys expressions to be an additional syntactic proof of the genetic
relationship of these two language groups.

It is not impossible that the Tokharians had during their migrations
been in contact with Finno-Ugric peoples. On the other hand peoples
of the Ugnc branch now living in north-western Siberia seem to have ear-
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lier lived farther to the south. They are probably mentioned in the Old
Turkic inscriptions (Tonyuquq epitaph line 45) as manëud side by side
with the Tokharians (toqar). Perhaps also the fribe Oyraq (: Ograg of
the Tibetans) living according to Kashgari in Qara Yîyað is to be con-
nected with the Ugrians.

Schulze, in the paper quoted above, also mentions Caucasian parallels
given by Lewyz?: Ossetian ðäs-kom - Avarian ber-kal "eye-mouth" :
'face' - Thushian morl-bal'í "nose-mouth" : 'face' (cf. Tokh. ak-mal
above). Interesting parallels are perhaps most easily found in Georgian
where we meet pairs of substantives, in which only the latter is declined,
e.g. gel-p'eyi "hand foot" : 'exttemities', da-dzma "sister borther" :
'Geschwister', díama-sma 'eathing drinking', etc.; groups of this kind
can also contain a copulative conjunction, e.g. yeli da p,eví, but even in
such cases only the latter substantive follows the declension of the sub-
stantives while the former is inflected like an adjective and only in some
case forms: an obvious parallel of the Tokharian principle of the "group
flexion" (^ts^s, $ 338ff.);28 cf. further such Georgian instanc€s as bed-
iybali "fate-portion" - 'fate, lot', qop<a-tsTovreba "being-Iife" :
'existence', ayzrda-sdsøvleba "upbringing-instruction" : .education',

ayeb-mitsema "take-givs" : 'trade', etc. (quoted by B. T. Rudenko,
Gronm. gruz. jaz., 1940, p. 269f.) Moreover, Georgian also possesses
traces of subdivision into classes (see Vogt, ¡ffS, XII, 1942, p.251ff.)
similar to that still identiûable in Tokharian (SSS $ 60) as well as double
case suffixes like the Tokharian "secondary cases" (SS,S, $ 63; Krause,
1.c., p. 194). Double inflexion of substantives is, however, to be found
also in Mongolian, and certain class principles are to be noticed in the
declension of the substantives in Turkic and Mongolian (cf. Grønbech,
p. 106, $ 149; Poppe, p. 69, $ 260tr).

The word-combinations in Turkic and Mongolian often have an
alliterated and/or rhymed form, e.g. OT bay bar'fich-wealthy', lJig. qa
qadaí'consanguinity-affinity', ß tui adai qudai'comrade-friend-acquain-
tance-relative', Coman . y ar yu y armaq'regimentum', Mong. ïöb t ab' real-
tnte', yasu åüsü "bone-hair" : 'body', qari Siri 'tools-utensils', etc.
Pairs of this type obviously approach the so-called echo-words which
are a popular feature in these languages, cf. e.g. Turkic (Oe) ðalar¡ bulary
t? Magyar Nyelvör,50 (1921), p.93.rs A. Dirr, Theoretísch-praktísclu Grammatik der modernen georgìschen (grusínÍschen)
sprache (wien u. Leipzig, s.a.), p. I I f.; Eínfiihrung ín díe kaukasíschen sprechen (r-eip-
ag 1928), p. 86; H. Vogt, "Esquissê d'une grammaire du géorgien modeme", ¡ff,S, IX
(Oslo, 1938), p. 38tr and p. 112tr.; Kita Tschenkéli, Einfi)hrwry in díe georgíschc
Sprache, I (Zürich, 1958), p.49ff.
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dTn qoruq-maz turur rendered by Bang "er fìirchtete weder Gott noch

Teufel".se
Such echo-words are, however, common also in Caucasian and Uralic

lirnguages, €. g. Ceorg. uzcï mazar'enormous"t Hung. äröm börömToy'rtt

etc.

In all future research into the origin and possible prototypes of the

Tokbarian word-pairs attention will have to paid to the corresponding

expressions in all these languags groups.

Helsinkì

B : Bodbic¿ryãvatära by Santideva (Bíbl. Buddhica, XXVII [-cninera4 1929D.

D -- Glossuy of the ... Ddøbhtuùka-sùtaby J. Ratrder (Paris' 1928).

HI : Hua-i I-yü d. by I-ewicki and Hae¡risch.

OQ : Opz Qatan e.d. by Bang - Rahmati (SBAIV 1932).

P : Thc Mongolian trânslation of the Pañca¡akçâ.

SH : The "sosret History" cited accordingto theedition of Hacnisch.

¡t As to the Turkic formetions of this typc see Foy, MSOS, II (1899), p. 105ff.; the
Mongolian e¡¡prcssions are investigated by Beee in AOH, YII (1957), p. 199tr
t0 Di¡¡, Gcorg. Gratnm., p. 12; Vogt, "Esquisse", p. ll2.
31 Lewy, Zt¿r ftuÍse.lrugrßchen Wort- und Satncrbtndwg:en, p.728.
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